Förster energy transfer between neighbouring chromophores in C-phycocyanin trimers
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The excitation-energy transfer in C-phycocyanin (C-PC) trimers and monomers isolated from phycobilisomes of \textit{Mastigocladus laminosus} has been studied by polarization femtosecond laser spectroscopy. Excitation with 70-fs pulses at 615 nm gave rise to a 500-fs energy-transfer process that was observed only in trimeric preparations. The rate of the process is in agreement with earlier calculated Förster energy transfer rates between neighbouring a-84 and \(\beta-84\) chromophores of different monomeric subunits. This process is most clearly seen in the anisotropy decay kinetics. As a result of femtosecond excitation-energy transfer, the anisotropy relaxes from 0.4 to 0.23. The final anisotropy value is in fair agreement with the results of calculations based on the crystal structure and spectroscopic data of C-PC trimers. Our results support the conclusion that Förster energy transfer can occur between excitonically coupled chromophores.

\section*{Introduction}

Cyanobacteria are among the oldest oxygen-evolving photosynthetic organisms [1] and they are believed to be relatives or even ancestors of algal and higher plant chloroplasts. In order to collect the environmental solar energy flux in an efficient manner, their photosynthetic apparatus contains large amounts of membrane-attached light harvesting complexes, the so-called phycobilisomes. These antennas, which they share with red algae, distinguish cyanobacteria from other algae and green plants. They are comprised of biliproteins containing covalently linked bile pigment chromophores and of (mainly) chromophore-less linker polypeptides. Some of the common chromoproteins are C-phycocyanin (C-PC), allophycocyanin (APC), phycoerythrin (PE) and phycoerythrocyanin (PEC) [2,3]. APC is contained in the core of the phycobilisome and is closest to Photosystem II in the thylakoid membrane [2]. The rods radiating from the core are composed of C-PC (proximal) and in many species also of PE and PEC [2].

The basic building blocks of the phycobilisomes are trimeric units of the different chromoproteins. In C-PC, the two subunits (\(\alpha\) and \(\beta\)) contain one \(\alpha\) (\(\alpha-84\)) and two \(\beta\) chromophores (\(\beta-84, \beta-155\)), respectively. These form a monomeric unit (\(\alpha\beta\)), which is assembled into larger torus-shaped aggregates (trimers and hexamers). The other biliproteins are structured in a similar way, but contain a different number and often also different types of chromophores.

The structures of C-PC trimers or hexamers from three cyanobacteria are known from X-ray crystallography [4–6]. The structures and positions of the \(\beta-155, \beta-84\) and \(\alpha-84\) chromophores are highly conserved in different C-PC. In C-PC trimers (and hexamers) the closest distance, 20.8 Å, is found between \(\alpha-84\) and \(\beta-84\) chromophores of two neighbouring monomer units [5].

Previous absorption and fluorescence picosecond work on C-PC trimers has shown that the fastest energy transfer rates are in the order of 10–50 ps [7–13]. A 23-ps component in C-PC trimers was originally interpreted as energy transfer from the donor chromophore (\(\beta-155\)) to \(\beta-84\) and \(\alpha-84\) ones [7–12]. More recently, the same component was, however, suggested to play a part in a relaxation between two excitonic
bands formed by an interaction between the closely-
situated α-84 and β-84 chromophores [13]. Indication
of a sub-picosecond signal in C-PC trimers has also
been reported [14].

Femtosecond analysis of energy transfer processes
in APC trimers was reported in our previous publica-
tions [15,16]. The aim of this work was to study the
energy transfer between the α-84 and β-84 chro-
mophors in C-PC trimers by femtosecond polarization
techniques and to investigate whether the transfer can
be best described by the Förster mechanism or by
relaxation between excitonic states.

Materials and Methods

The C-PC trimers of Mastigocladus laminosus were
prepared as described in Refs. 17, 18. The prepara-
tions were kept frozen until use. Before measurements,
the preparations were diluted (1:3) into 0.1 M phos-
phate buffer (pH 7). The monomers were prepared by
adding NaSCN to 1.2 M directly before the measure-
ments [18].

All measurements were made at 20°C in a rotating
cell of 1 mm optical path length. The absorbances of
the samples at the excitation wavelength (615 nm) were
0.5 for monomers and trimers.

70-femtosecond pulses at 615 nm from a CPM-laser
were amplified at a 10 kHz repetition-rate in a multi-
pass jet amplifier [19]. These 0.5 µJ pulses are split and
delivered to pump and probe channels (10:1) and the
probe pulses are further split into probe and reference
channels (1:1). After passing a stepping-motor-driven
variable delay line, the probe beam is directed parallel
to the pump beam, and both pulses are focused by a
lens (f = 10 cm) into a rotating cell. The pump beam
has a linear polarization. A λ/4 plate is inserted into
the probe beam before the cell to produce circularly
polarized light. A polarization of 0, 90 and 54.7° (magic
angle) to the polarization of the exciting pulse is ob-
tained with a polarizer in the probe beam. The energy
of each pulse of the probe (after the sample cell) and
reference beams is measured with photodiodes and
stored in two channels of a CAMAC data acquisition
system controlled by an IBM/PC computer. After stor-
age of 100 probe and reference pulses with the sample
excited, the excitation beam is blocked with a CA-
MAC-controlled shutter and 100 probe and reference
pulses without excitation are stored. These data are
equal to calculate the photoinduced absorbance
change. At a fixed delay between pump and probe
pulses, this procedure is repeated 50–100 times and
the average absorbance change is calculated. The delay
is then changed with the CAMAC-controlled stepping
motor and the ΔA(t)-dependence is measured for ||,
⊥ or magic angle polarization of the probe light. The

anisotropy ΔA||(t) and isotropic optical changes ΔAiso(t)
are then calculated according to the standard formulas:

r(t) = (ΔA||(t) - ΔA⊥(t))/(ΔA||t) + 2ΔA⊥(t))

ΔAiso(t) = (ΔA||(t) + 2ΔA⊥(t))/3

(1)

Results

Fig. 1 shows the absorbance changes measured with
trimers of C-PC. The results obtained with probe pulse
polarization at magic angle (solid line), parallel (a) or
perpendicular (b) to the polarization of the exciting
pulse are presented, as well as the isotropic signal (c)
calculated from traces (a) and (b). The corresponding
anisotropy calculated from traces (a) and (b) is shown
in Fig. 2 and can be fit by a single exponential decay
with τ = 0.5 ± 0.1 ps. Immediately after excitation, the
anisotropy is equal to 0.4 and decays to the level of
0.23 ± 0.02 within the investigated time interval. To
analyse the initial part of the decay kinetics, we have
measured the absorbance changes within a 1-ps period
in separate experiments (Fig. 3) and the absorption
The anisotropy-recovery kinetics with a lifetime of about 0.5 ps were earlier observed in APC trimers and attributed to excitation-energy transfer between α-84 and β-84 chromophores with different absorption spectra [15,16]. The most pronounced difference between the results obtained with APC and C-PC trimers is that femtosecond anisotropy decay was observed only for the C-PC trimers. This decay obviously is related to the interaction between neighbouring α-84 and β-84 chromophores located in different monomers, because such a fast anisotropy decay was not recorded for C-PC monomers. For the interpretation of our results, the information about the distance and mutual orientation between the chromophores can be taken into account [5], as well as the individual spectra of the α-84, β-84 and β-155 chromophores [20]. The spectrum of the α-84 chromophore has been determined by Siebzehnrübl et al. [21] on the isolated α-subunit and the spectra of the β-chromophores were derived from a curve resolution of the absorption spectrum of the isolated β-subunit [22]. From these data, Förster energy-transfer rates for different pairs of chromophores in C-PC trimers including the nearest pairs of α-84 and β-84 chromophores have been calculated [20,23]. According to X-ray crystallography data the distance between chromophores in these pairs is 20.8 Å and the recovery is estimated to be single-exponential with \( \tau = 540 \pm 50 \) fs (parallel polarization).

The same time-scale is used in Fig. 4 to show C-PC monomer absorbance changes. No evident decay kinetics were obtained during the first picosecond after excitation for both polarizations of the probing pulse. To be sure that our results correspond to earlier picosecond investigations, we have measured the photoinduced absorbance changes during 30 ps after excitation for both C-PC trimers and monomers (Figs. 5 and 6, respectively). One can see a slow picosecond decay for both preparations. The corresponding lifetimes are roughly estimated to be 30–100 ps (in trimers, this picosecond decay follows the femtosecond one). In both preparations, the picosecond kinetics are observed only for parallel probe-pulse polarization and, therefore, are related to anisotropy decay (not shown).

In all figures, the zero point on the time scale \( t = 0 \) is arranged close to the maximum absorption bleaching, rather than at the point of coincidence of pump and probe pulse maxima. At \( t > 0 \) absorption recovery and anisotropy decay are exponential, and deconvolution is not required. At \( t < 0 \), the anisotropy calculated from \( \Delta A_\parallel(t) \) and \( \Delta A_\perp(t) \) exhibits high noise level because of fast absorbance changes at the moment of excitation (Fig. 1) and this is the reason why it is not shown in Fig. 2.

**Discussion**

The anisotropy-recovery kinetics with a lifetime of about 0.5 ps were earlier observed in APC trimers and attributed to excitation-energy transfer between α-84 and β-84 chromophores with different absorption spectra [15,16]. The most pronounced difference between the results obtained with APC and C-PC trimers is that femtosecond anisotropy decay was observed only for the C-PC trimers. This decay obviously is related to the interaction between neighbouring α-84 and β-84 chromophores located in different monomers, because such a fast anisotropy decay was not recorded for C-PC monomers. For the interpretation of our results, the information about the distance and mutual orientation between the chromophores can be taken into account [5], as well as the individual spectra of the α-84, β-84 and β-155 chromophores [20]. The spectrum of the α-84 chromophore has been determined by Siebzehnrübl et al. [21] on the isolated α-subunit and the spectra of the β-chromophores were derived from a curve resolution of the absorption spectrum of the isolated β-subunit [22]. From these data, Förster energy-transfer rates for different pairs of chromophores in C-PC trimers including the nearest pairs of α-84 and β-84 chromophores have been calculated [20,23]. According to X-ray crystallography data the distance between chromophores in these pairs is 20.8 Å and the
angle between the chromophores is 65° [5]. The rate of the downhill \(\alpha\)-84 \(\rightarrow\) \(\beta\)-84 transfer was calculated as 1530 ns\(^{-1}\) and that of the back reaction as 1160 ns\(^{-1}\) [23].

Rate equations for donor and acceptor excited-state populations, neglecting relaxation to the ground state, can be written as:

\[
\frac{dN_D^*(t)}{dt} = -K_{DA}N_D^*(t) + K_{AD}N_A^*(t)
\]

\[
N_D^*(t) + N_A^*(t) = N^*(0)
\]

where \(K_{DA}\) and \(K_{AD}\) are the rates of downhill and back reactions, respectively. \(N_D^*(t)\) and \(N_A^*(t)\) are the corresponding excited-state donor and acceptor populations, respectively, and \(N^*(0)\) is determined by the initial conditions. The solution of Eqn. 2 for donor and acceptor excited-state populations is then:

\[
N_D^*(t) = (N_D^*(0) - K_{AD}N^*/(K_{AD} + K_{DA}))e^{-(K_{AD} + K_{DA})t} + K_{AD}N^*/(K_{AD} + K_{DA})
\]

\[
N_A^*(t) = N^* - N_D^*(t)
\]

The experimentally observed kinetics should accordingly be determined by the sum of the rate constants and from the calculated rates, a lifetime of 370 fs is expected. We can see that this lifetime calculated by the Förster mechanism is in reasonable good agreement with the 500-fs anisotropy relaxation time observed in this work (Fig. 2).

Since the energy transfer takes place between chromophores with different orientations, it is expected that the anisotropy will change during the excitation-energy equilibration between the two chromophores. We will show next that the final level of 0.23 for the measured anisotropy is in good agreement with the estimated 65° angle between donor and acceptor transition dipole orientations calculated from the X-ray data [5].

Upon excitation at 615 nm, all three types of chromophores are excited and the initial excited-state populations are proportional to the corresponding absorption cross sections at this wavelength, which are about 1.7:1:1 for \(\alpha\)-84, \(\beta\)-84 and \(\beta\)-155, respectively. Initially, excited \(\beta\)-155 chromophores are not expected to undergo energy transfer during the first few picoseconds [7–12], which is also corroborated by the lack of this component for C-PC monomers. The population of excited \(\alpha\)-84 (donors) will change with time due to fast transfer of energy to \(\beta\)-84 according to Eqn. 3. The final population is \(N_D^*(\infty) = yN_D^*(0)\), where \(y = K_{AD}/(K_{AD} + K_{DA}) = 0.43\), and \(N_A^*(\infty) = (1 - y)N_D^*(0)\). For initially excited \(\beta\)-84 donors similar equations will hold also for the back reaction.

In the presence of several ensembles of excited molecules, the experimentally measured anisotropy is described as follows:

\[
r(t) = \frac{\sum_i r_i(t) \Delta A_{iA}^{iso}(t)}{\sum_i \Delta A_{iA}^{iso}(t)}
\]

where \(r_i(t)\) and \(\Delta A_{iA}^{iso}(t)\) are defined according to Eqn. 1 from \(\Delta A_{iA}^+(t)\) and \(\Delta A_{iA}^-(t)\), which are absorbance changes due to \(i\)th ensemble. We also have \(\Delta A_{iA}^{iso}(t) = \sum_i \Delta A_{iA}^{iso}(t)\).

Assuming that the excited state absorption is very small at 615 nm for all chromophores, or \(\sigma_i^* \ll \sigma_i\), where \(\sigma_i\) is the isotropic absorption cross-section at 615 nm for ground-state absorption and \(\sigma_i^*\) is that for excited state absorption, it follows that \(\Delta A_{iA}^{iso}(t) = l\sigma_iN_i^*(t)\), where \(l\) is the optical path length of the cell. The final anisotropy can now be written as:

\[
r(\infty) = \frac{\sum_i r_i(\infty) \sigma_iN_i^*(\infty)}{\sum_i \sigma_iN_i^*(\infty)}
\]

In our case, five ensembles contribute to Eqn. 5, namely initially excited \(\beta\)-155, initially excited \(\alpha\)-84 and \(\beta\)-84 (donors) and the same chromophores as acceptors. The excited-state populations \(N_i^*(\infty)\) can be expressed from the initial excited-state populations created by the laser-exciting-pulse as mentioned above. The initial excited-state populations are in turn proportional to the corresponding ground-state absorption cross-sections and ground-state populations for ensembles which are excited by the laser pulse, the latter being equal in our case. To determine \(r_i(\infty)\), we have to take into consideration that \(r_i\) is a constant for each of the five ensembles of excited chromophores, assuming that only excitation energy-transfer processes influence the \(r(t)\) value. The \(r_i\) values are 0.4 for all initially-excited (donor) chromophores. The anisotropies of the acceptors are, however, determined by the equation:

\[
r(\infty) = 0.4(3 \cos^2\theta - 1)/2
\]

where \(\theta\) is the angle between the donor and acceptor transition dipoles. In our case, this angle is 65° [5]. The anisotropy of the acceptors is, thus, \(-0.093\), according to Eqn. 6. In summary, we can now write Eqn. 5 as follows:

\[
r(\infty) = \frac{0.4(\sigma_1^2 + \gamma\sigma_2^2 + (1 - \gamma)\sigma_3^2) - 0.093\sigma_2\sigma_3}{\sigma_1^2 + \gamma\sigma_2^2 + (1 - \gamma)\sigma_3^2 + \sigma_2\sigma_3}
\]

where \(\sigma_1\), \(\sigma_2\) and \(\sigma_3\) are related to \(\beta\)-155, \(\alpha\)-84 and \(\beta\)-84, respectively. Using \(\gamma = 0.43\) and the relative absorption cross-sections at 615 nm, as derived from the published absorption spectra of the individual chro-
mophores [21,22], we obtain a value of 0.214 for \( r(\infty) \). This is in fair agreement with our experimental value of 0.23 ± 0.02, although a 60° angle between dipoles is in better agreement with this value. In order to obtain the direction of the transition dipole moment to a first approximation, the conjugated portion of each chromophore has been fitted to a line by the least-squares method [5]. The real directions may deviate in some extent from these calculated values. We can, thus, conclude that the observed kinetics can be well-accounted for by Förster-type energy transfer between \( \alpha-84 \) and \( \beta-84 \) on the femtosecond time-scale.

In addition, we can calculate the ratio of absorbance change obtained immediately after excitation to its final value, according to the equation:

\[
\Delta A^{\text{iso}}(0)/\Delta A^{\text{iso}}(\infty) = \frac{(\sigma_1^2 + \sigma_2^2 + \sigma_3^2)}{(\sigma_1^2 + \gamma \sigma_2^2 + (1-\gamma) \sigma_3^2 + \sigma_4 \sigma_5)}
\]

Inserting the appropriate constants, we obtain \( \Delta A^{\text{iso}}(0)/\Delta A^{\text{iso}}(\infty) = 1.09 \), which is in agreement with the small amplitude (10%) of the fast component in the isotropic kinetic traces (see Fig. 1, curves c and d). It is difficult, however, to calculate \( \Delta A^{\text{iso}}(\infty) \) precisely because slower picosecond processes will influence both the \( \Delta A^{\text{iso}}(t) \) and \( r(t) \) values. In Fig. 2, a fit with two exponentials with \( \tau = 0.37 \) ps and 30 ps would be in good agreement with the experimental curve. The 370-fs lifetime coincides with the calculated Förster transfer between \( \alpha-84 \) and \( \beta-84 \), while the 30-ps lifetime is similar to the picosecond absorption and fluorescence date reported previously [7–13]. The latter has been interpreted to be due to \( \beta-155 \) transfer to \( \alpha-84 \) (\( \beta-84 \)) [7–9] or as a relaxation between excitonic states [13].

In a recent work on APC trimers [16], we have shown that a 440-fs isotropic signal is most likely due to Förster-type energy transfer between neighbouring \( \alpha-81 \) and \( \beta-80 \) chromophores. In this case, the transfer is supposed to be almost unidirectional, since the chromophores are believed to have different absorption maxima, i.e., about 600 and 650 nm, respectively.

In the case of C-PC, the measured rate is the sum of two rates (\( K_{DA} \) and \( K_{AD} \)) of approximately equal magnitude, since the \( \alpha-84 \) and \( \beta-84 \) chromophores have strongly overlapping spectra [20]. The rate \( K_{DA} \) of excitation-energy transfer from \( \alpha-84 \) to \( \beta-84 \) is 1530 ns\(^{-1}\) and corresponds to a 650-fs process. This is slower than for APC trimers. This result is reasonable, however, because of the expected larger donor-acceptor spectral overlap in the latter case. Detailed calculations of this overlap are still missing, however, since the individual absorption spectra of the \( \alpha-84 \) and \( \beta-84 \) chromophores of APC (which has only two different chromophores) are not known at present.

Since the participation of closely-lying excitonic states in the picosecond kinetics has been suggested by several workers [13,23–25], we finally want to discuss this situation. In APC trimers an excitonic coupling between the \( \alpha- \) and \( \beta- \) chromophores has been suggested as an explanation for the shape of the CD-spectrum around 650 nm [26–29]. An alternative explanation would be that the circular dichroism is due to a specific conformation of one of the chromophores [27]. The CD-spectrum for C-PC trimers does not show the same feature as APC trimers and only a weak excitonic interaction has been suggested to explain for the shape of the CD-spectrum [30,31]. The excitonic coupling between \( \alpha-84 \) and \( \beta-84 \) in C-PC trimers calculated from X-ray data is 112 cm\(^{-1}\) [23]. Since the coherent spectral width of the pulses used in our experiments was about 300 cm\(^{-1}\), we have not been able to selectively excite a isolated excitonic state, but rather a mixture of two excitonic states. In this case, we should observe the transfer of energy localized on one of the chromophores to the other. In turn, the excitonic splitting is less than the vibrational bandwidths of the electronic states of \( \alpha-84 \) and \( \beta-84 \) chromophores. A Förster-type process rather than coherent energy transfer should be observed in this case [32]. Because of the fast loss of coherence, the correction of Förster theory is required for nearly identical excitonically-coupled \( \alpha-84 \) and \( \beta-84 \) chromophores only at times as short as tens of femtoseconds [33]. There are, thus, several arguments against the assignment of the observed femtosecond process as a relaxation between excitonic levels. For the APC trimers, the arguments for a 440-fs Förster transfer were recently published [16]. The longer ps components found in both absorption and fluorescence studies of APC trimers were interpreted to be due to distortion of the APC trimer structure upon removal of the linker polypeptide [16]. The 20–30 ps component observed previously in C-PC trimers is, in our opinion, best explained by Förster transfer from \( \beta-155 \) to the \( \alpha-84 \) and \( \beta-84 \) chromophores [7–12,14]. A similar component was also observed in this work in both trimeric and monomeric preparations (Figs. 5 and 6, respectively).
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